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Reference

VIA MONTEROSA 91

Milan, Italy

General:

Concept/Product: ,
Building Type: Office buildings

Architecture Renzo Piano Building Workshop

Installation Partner Moris SRL
Completion: 2022

Description:

Via Monterosa 91 in Milan is the address of an impressive new designed office complex that is enriching Milan's corporate landscape. Following its modernisation, the
green community office designed by architect Renzo Piano is considered a modern building which fulfils the needs of a modern working environment and at the same time
serves as a meeting point for the community. In addition to private offices and co-working spaces, the building includes a variety of multi-purpose rooms and relaxation and
leisure areas. A variety of restaurants, retail outlets and a business school complete the complex.

Lindner SE played a major role in the construction of Via Monterosa91 by supplying numerous system products for the building. For example, around 17,000 m2 of LMD-DS
metal canopies were installed in the innovative office complex, which, thanks to the MOODline surface coating, combines aesthetic elegance with functional use. The
Cradle to Cradle Certified® ceiling sails were installed in maximum size and make a significant contribution to the flexibility in room design. The project is rounded off by 160
LK 73 luminaires, whose opal diffusers create a pleasant atmosphere in the business school.

Completed Works:

F0 Metal ceiling
LMD-DS - Canopy ceilings
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Recessed lights
LK 73 - light channels for metal ceilings
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